INTRODUCTION {#sec1-1}
============

Breast cancer is the first current cancer and the second element of death among women. In 2010, there were reported approximately 207,090 newly diagnosed cases and 30,840 deaths in the United States.\[[@ref1]\] Since the cause of breast cancer is unknown, the methods for preventing this disease are not specified, thus really recognizing the existence of tumor and the type of cancerous tumor would have a very important role in getting decision of doctors for applying the methods of true treatment and therefore reclaiming the life of people (more than 40%).\[[@ref2]\]

In recent years the mammography method has been used widely for early recognizing of cancerous tumor.\[[@ref3]\] Usually mammography is away for detecting the presence of cancerous tumors; however, determining the type of the tumor is much more challenging. Some of the characteristics of malignant tumors are clustered calcification, isolated ducts, poorly defined mass, etc. Experts (doctors) physically look at mammograms to detect deformation that may be taken as an indicator of cancerous changes.\[[@ref4]\] It is clear that these methods of recognition due to human mistakes and errors of medical devices are not reliable methods. Many investigators believe that automation of mammogram screening analysis increases the rate of early detection.

With this aim, several approaches have been proposed for breast cancer recognition. Some of the researchers used the expert systems.\[[@ref5][@ref6]\] The advantage of an expert system or a rule-based system is that it contains the information explicitly. If required, the rules can be modified and updated easily. However, the use of rules based on statistical properties has the difficulty that similar statistical properties may be derived for some patterns of different classes, which may create problems of incorrect recognition. Also, artificial neural networks (ANNs) have been widely applied for breast cancer recognition. ANNs can be simply categorized into two groups comprising supervised and unsupervised. Most researchers\[[@ref7]--[@ref10]\] have used supervised ANNs, such as multilayer perceptron (MLP), radial basis function- (RBF), and learning vector quantization (LVQ), to classify breast cancer. Furthermore, unsupervised methods, e.g., self-organized maps (SOM), have been applied to fulfill the same objective in other studies.\[[@ref11]\] The advantage with neural network is that it is capable of handling noisy measurements requiring no assumption about the statistical distribution of the monitored data. It learns to recognize patterns directly through typical example patterns during a training phase. One disadvantage with neural network is the difficulty in understanding how a particular classification decision has been reached and also in determining the details of how a given pattern resembles with a particular class. In addition, there is no systematic way to select the topology and architecture of a neural network. In general, this has to be found empirically, which can be time consuming. Some of the researchers used the support vector machine to breast cancer recognition.\[[@ref12][@ref13]\] Using Support Vector Machines (SVMs) is the method that is receiving increasing attention, with remarkable results recently. The main difference between ANNs and SVMs is the principle of risk minimization. An ANN implements empirical risk minimization to minimize the error on the training data, whereas an SVM implements the principle of structural risk minimization in place of experiential risk minimization, which makes it have excellent generalization ability in the situation when there is a small sample.

In designing of computer-aided diagnostic (CAD) system, the most important is the integration of suitable feature extraction and pattern classifier such that they have can operate in coordination to make effective and efficient CAD system. This paper is proposed using fuzzy c-mean (FCM) clustering algorithm to make a SVM system more effective. The structure of the proposed system is composed of two subnetworks: fuzzy classifier and SVM. The fuzzy self-organizing layer performs the preclassification task and the following SVM works as the final classifier. The fuzzy stage is responsible for analysis of the data distribution and grouping them into clusters with different membership values. Based on these membership values, the SVM classifies the applied input vector. By this act, a number of segments in training set are reduced using FCM clustering in self-organizing layer before inputs are presented to SVM.

The largest problems encountered in setting up the SVM model are how to select the kernel function and its parameter values. The parameters that should be optimized include the penalty parameter (*C*) and the kernel function parameters such as the value of gamma (*γ*) for the radial basis function (RBF) kernel. Turning back to breast cancer recognition systems, it can be found that the selection of the best free parameters of the adopted classifier is generally done empirically. On the other hand using of SVM has some difficulties, which are how to select the optimal kernel function type, most appropriate hyperparameters values for SVM training and testing stages. Therefore in this study, we used an efficient optimizer for finding the optimum values of hyperparameters, i.e., the kernel parameter and classifier parameters.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the Wisconsin database. The Needed Concepts section describes the concepts needed, including the feature extraction, the support vector machine and optimization algorithm concepts. The General Structure of the Proposed Method section presents the proposed model. The Simulation Results section shows some simulation results and finally the last section concludes the paper.

WISCONSIN BREAST CANCER DATABASE {#sec1-2}
================================

Breast cancer is the most common cancer among women; excluding nonmelanoma skin cancers. This cancer affects one in eight women during their lives. It occurs in both men and women, although male breast cancer is rare. Breast cancer is a malignant tumor that has developed from cells of the breast. Although scientists know some of the risk factors (e.g., aging, genetic risk factors, family history, menstrual periods, not having children, obesity) that increase a woman\'s chance of developing breast cancer, they do not yet know what causes most breast cancers or exactly how some of these risk factors cause cells to become cancerous. Research is underway to learn more and scientists are making great progress in understanding how certain changes in DNA can cause normal breast cells to become cancerous. In this study, the Wisconsin Breast Cancer (WBC) database was used and analyzed. They have been collected by Dr. William H. Wolberg (1989--1991) at the University of Wisconsin--Madison Hospitals. There are 699 records in this database. Each record in the database has nine attributes. The nine attributes detailed in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} are graded on an interval scale from a normal state of 0.1--1, with 1 being the most abnormal state. In this database, 241 (34.5%) records are malignant and 458 (65.5%) records are benign.\[[@ref8]\]

###### 

Wisconsin breast cancer data description of attributes
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NEEDED CONCEPTS {#sec1-3}
===============

Fuzzy C-Mean Clustering Algorithm and Fuzzy Features {#sec2-1}
----------------------------------------------------

Fuzzy C-Mean (FCM) is a method of clustering which allows one piece of data to belong to two or more clusters. This method was developed by Dunn\[[@ref14]\] and improved by Bezdek\[[@ref15]\] FCM is frequently used in pattern recognition. It is based on minimization of the following objective function:
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where *m* is any real number greater than 1, *u~ij~* is the degree of membership of *x~i~* in the cluster *j, x~i~* is the ith of *d*-dimensional measured data, *c~j~* is the *d*-dimensional center of the cluster, and \|\|·\|\| is any norm expressing the similarity between any measured data and the center. Fuzzy partitioning is carried out through an iterative optimization of the objective function shown above, with the update of membership *u~ij~* and the cluster centers *c~j~* given by:
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This iteration will stop when ![](JMSS-2-95-g004.jpg), where *ε* is a termination criterion between 0 and 1, and *k* is the iteration step. The algorithm is composed of the following steps:

*Initialize U*=\[*u~ij~*\] *matrix*, U(0)*At k-step: calculate the centers vectors C^(k)^* = \[*c~j~*\] *with* U^(k)^![](JMSS-2-95-g005.jpg)*Update* U^(k)^, U^(k+1)^![](JMSS-2-95-g006.jpg)*If* \|\|U^(k+1)^--U^(k)^\|\|*ε*, *then STOP; otherwise return to step 2*.

In this study, we used the membership values (fuzzy features) as the input vector. The membership values of each tumor for both two groups illustrated in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. As depicted in this figure, the amount of fuzzy features for benign and malignant tumors are completely different, so separation will be easier.

![Fuzzy features for WBC dataset: (a) calculated based on malignant cluster, (b) calculated based on benign cluster.](JMSS-2-95-g007){#F1}

Support Vector Machine {#sec2-2}
----------------------

### Linear SVM {#sec3-1}

Consider the problem of separating the set of training vectors belonging to two linearly separable classes,

(*x~i~, y~i~*), *x~i~* ∈ *R^n^, y~i~*∈{+1,--1} *i*=1,2,...,*n*      (4)

where *x~i~* is a real-valued *n*-dimensional input vector and *y~i~* is a label that determines the class of *x~i~*. A separating hyperplane is determined by an orthogonal vector *w* and a bias *b*, which identifies the points that satisfy

*w.x*+*b*=0      (5)

The parameters *w* and *b* are constrained by

min*~i~*\|*w.x~i~*+*b*\|≥1.      (6)

A separating hyperplane in canonical form must satisfy the following constraints:

*y~i~*(*w.x~i~*+*b*)≥1, *i*=1,2,...,*n*      (7)

The hyperplane that optimally separates the data is the one that minimizes,
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Relaxing the constraints of (7) by introducing slack variables *ξ*~i~≥0, *i*=1,2,...,*n*, (7) becomes

*y~i~*(*w.x~i~*+*b*)≥1--*ξ~i~*, *i*=1,2,...,*n*.      (9)

In this case, the optimization problem becomes
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with a user-defined positive finite constant *C*. The solution to the optimization problem in (10), under the constraints of (9), could be obtained in the saddle point of Lagrangian function:
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where *α~i~*≥0, *ξ~i~*≥0, *i*=1,2,...,*n* are the Lagrange multipliers. The Lagrangian function has to be minimized with respect to *w,b*, and *ξ~i~*. Classical Lagrangian duality enables the primal problem, (11), to be transformed into its dual problem, which is easier to solve. The dual problem is given by
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with constraints
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This is a classic quadratic optimization problem, for which there exists a unique solution. According to the Kuhn--Tucker theorem of optimization theory,\[[@ref16]\] the optimal solution satisfies

*α~i~*\[*y~i~*(*w.x~i~+b*)--1\]=0, *i*=1,2,...,*n*      (14)

\(14\) has nonzero Lagrange multipliers if and only if the points x~i~ satisfy

*y~i~*(*w.x~i~+b*)=1      (15)

These points are termed SV. The hyperplane is determined by the SV, which is a small subset of the training vectors. Hence if *α~i~*^\*^ is the nonzero optimal solution, the classifier function can be expressed as
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where *b*^\*^ is the solution of (14) for any nonzero *α~i~*^\*^.

Nonlinear SVM {#sec2-3}
-------------

When a linear boundary is inappropriate SVM can map the input vector into a high-dimensional feature space. By defining a nonlinear mapping, the SVM construct an optimal separating hyperplane in this higher dimensional space. Usually nonlinear mapping is defined as

φ(.):*R*^n^→*R*^n^.      (17)

In this case, optimal function (12) becomes (18) with the same constraints
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where

*K*(*x~i~, x~j~*)={φ(*x~i~*).φ(*x~j~*)}      (19)

is the kernel function performing the nonlinear mapping into feature space. The kernel function may be any of the symmetric functions that satisfy the Mercel conditions.\[[@ref17]\] The most commonly used functions are the radial basis function (RBF):

*K*(*x~i~, x~j~*)=exp{--*γ*\|*x~i~*--*x~j~*\|^2^}      (20)

and the polynomial function

*K*(*x~i~, x~j~*)=(*x~i~, x~j~*)^q^      (21)

where *q* is the polynomial order.

The performance of SVM can be controlled through the term C and the kernel parameter which are called hyperparameters. These parameters influence on the number of the support vectors and the maximization margin of the SVM. The suitable selection of parameters of SVM plays an important role on the classification performance. In this paper, BA is applied to select the parameters of SVM.

Bees Algorithm {#sec2-4}
--------------

The bees algorithm is an optimization algorithm inspired by the natural foraging behavior of honey bees to find the optimal solution. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows the pseudocode for the algorithm in its simplest form. The algorithm requires a number of parameters to be set, namely number of scout bees (*n*), number of sites selected out of *n* visited sites (*m*), number of best sites out of *m* selected sites (*e*), number of bees recruited for best *e* sites (*nep*), number of bees recruited for the other (*m-e*) selected sites (*nsp*), initial size of patches (*ngh*) which includes site and its neighborhood and stopping criterion. The algorithm starts with the *n* scout bees being placed randomly in the search space. The fitnesses of the sites visited by the scout bees are evaluated in step 2.

![Pseudocode of the bees algorithm](JMSS-2-95-g015){#F2}

In step 4, bees that have the highest fitnesses are chosen as "selected bees" and sites visited by them are chosen for neighborhood search. Then, in steps 5 and 6, the algorithm conducts searches in the neighborhood of the selected sites, assigning more bees to search near to the best e sites. The bees can be chosen directly according to the fitnesses associated with the sites they are visiting. Alternatively, the fitness values are used to determine the probability of the bees being selected. Searches in the neighborhood of the best e sites which represent more promising solutions are made more detailed by recruiting more bees to follow them than the other selected bees. Together with scouting, this differential recruitment is a key operation of the bees algorithm.

However, in step 6, for each patch only the bee with the highest fitness will be selected to form the next bee population. In nature, there is no such restriction. This restriction is introduced here to reduce the number of points to be explored. In step 7, the remaining bees in the population are assigned randomly around the search space scouting for new potential solutions. These steps are repeated until a stopping criterion is met. At the end of each iteration, the colony will have two parts to its new population representatives from each selected patch and other scout bees assigned to conduct random searches.\[[@ref18]\]

GENERAL STRUCTURE OF THE PROPOSED METHOD {#sec1-4}
========================================

The proposed system is the combination of the fuzzy self-organizing layer and the optimized SVM (OSVM) connected in cascade, named the fuzzy clustering optimized SVM (FCOSVM). [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the general scheme of this method.

![General scheme of the proposed method (FCOSVM)](JMSS-2-95-g016){#F3}

The self-organizing layer is responsible for clustering of the input data. However, it is fuzzy clustering, in which the input vector *x* is preclassified to all sets with the different membership values. The penetration of the data space is better and the localization of the input vector *x* in the data space is more precise. The outputs of the self-organizing subnetwork (membership values or fuzzy features) form the input vector to the second subnetwork (OSVM). The OSVM subnetwork is responsible for the final classification of the breast cancer tumor.

In the OSVM sub-network the most important parameters of the SVM, e.g., the penalty parameter (*C*) and the kernel function parameters such as the value of gamma(*γ*) for the radial basis function (RBF) kernel, are subjected to evolution using BA.

SIMULATION RESULTS {#sec1-5}
==================

In this section we evaluate the performance of the proposed recognizer. This study has used WBC database. In order to compare the performance of classifiers, the *k*-fold cross validation technique is used. The *k*-fold cross validation technique proposed by Salzberg\[[@ref19]\] was employed in the experiments, with *k*=4. The dataset was thus split into four portions, with each part of the data sharing the same proportion of each data class. Three data portions were used in the training process, while the remaining part was used in the testing process. The SVM-training methods were run four times to allow each slice of the data to take turn as a testing data. The classification accuracy rate is calculated by summing the individual accuracy rate for each run of testing, and then dividing the total by 4.

Several experiments were done to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.

Experiment 1: Performance of Proposed System (FCOSVM) {#sec2-5}
-----------------------------------------------------

First we have evaluated the performance of the recognizer. Tables [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} show the recognition accuracy (RA) of classifiers. Results imply that the proposed features have effective properties in breast cancer diagnosis. For example, SVM (GRBF) with WBC database has 95.75% recognition accuracy, while its performance increases with using fuzzy features value up to 97.34%. Also it can be seen that the optimization improves the performance of recognizer significantly (98.85%).

###### 

Performance of different SVMs with WBC data
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###### 

Performance of different SVMs with fuzzy features
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In order to indicate the details of recognition for each pattern, the confusion matrix of the recognizer for best result is shown by [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}. As we know, the values in the diagonal of confusion matrix show the correct performance of recognizer for each pattern. In other words, these value show that how many of considered patterns are recognized correctly by the system. The other values show the mistakes of the system. For example, look at the second row of this matrix. The value of 98.50% shows the percentage of correct recognition of the malignant pattern and the value of 1.5% shows that this type of pattern is wrongly recognized as a benign pattern. In order to achieve the recognition accuracy (RA) of the system, it is needed to compute the average value that appears in the diagonal.

###### 

Confusion matrix for best result (98.85 %)
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Experiment 2: Performance Evaluation with Optimization in Different Runs for FCOSVM {#sec2-6}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In this subsection, for evaluating the performance of the BA, five different runs have been performed. In this experiment, we trained the SVM classifier based on the Gaussian kernel, which proved in the previous experiments to be the most appropriate kernel for breast cancer classification. [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows a typical increase of the fitness (classification accuracy) for the best individual fitness of population obtained from the proposed system for different runs. As indicated in this figure, its fitness curves gradually improved from iteration 0 to 100, and exhibited no significant improvements after iteration 40 for the five different runs. The optimal stopping iteration to get the highest validation accuracy for the five different runs was around iterations 30--40.

![Evolution of fitness functions for different runs](JMSS-2-95-g020){#F4}

In order to compare the performance of BA with other optimization algorithm, we have used a genetic algorithm (GA),\[[@ref20]\] particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm\[[@ref21]\] and imperialist competitive algorithm (ICA)\[[@ref22]\] to evolve the SVM. [Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"} shows the obtained results. It can be seen that the success rate of BA is higher than the performance of other algorithms.

###### 

Comparison among the performance of different optimization algorithms
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Experiment 3: Performance Comparing Performances of the Classification Techniques {#sec2-7}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The performance of the proposed classifier has been compared with other classifiers for investigating the capability of the proposed classifier, as indicated in [Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"}. In this respect, probabilistic neural networks (PNN)\[[@ref23]\] and multilayered perceptron (MLP) neural network with different training algorithm such as back propagation (BP) learning algorithm\[[@ref24]\] and with Resilient propagation (RP) learning algorithm\[[@ref25]\] are considered. They comprise parameters which should be readjusted in any new classification. Furthermore, those parameters regulate the classifiers to be best fitted in for classification task. In most cases, there is no classical method for obtaining the values of them, and therefore, they are experimentally specified through try and error. It can be seen from [Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"} that the proposed method has better recognition accuracy than other classifiers.

###### 

Comparison the performance of proposed method with other classifiers
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COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION {#sec1-6}
=========================

For comparison purposes, [Table 7](#T7){ref-type="table"} gives the classification accuracies of our method and previous methods applied to the same database. As can be seen from the results, the proposed method obtains excellent classification accuracy.

###### 

Classification accuracies obtained with proposed method and other classifiers from literature
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CONCLUSION {#sec1-7}
==========

Accurate recognition of breast cancer tumor is very important for sufficient treatment. This study has investigated the design of an automatic and accurate system for detection of the breast cancer tumor. Based on the experimented results, this paper recommends the use of a hybrid system (FCOSVM) for diagnoses of the breast cancer. The complexity of the recognition system is very low in comparison with other works. The highest level of accuracy ever obtained by various methods using Wisconsin Breast Cancer (WBC) database was 95.75%. The proposed method improves the accuracy up to 97.34% by using the fuzzy feature as the SVMs inputs. Furthermore, optimizing the structure of the SVM and using fuzzy feature as the input of optimized classifier significantly improves the accuracy of the proposed system up to 98.85%.
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